
You bring

A huge plus but not must have are 

• Fluent / legal proficiency in French 

• Extracurricular engagement

You are fluent in German and English

You have previous work experience in startups, law, banking, e-

commerce or similar

You are a lawyer with above average state examinations and a degree 

from Germany or Switzerland

You are ambitious, eager to learn more, proactive and a team player

Your responsibilities

Build a team and the department

Proactively take part in shaping & optimizing unprecedented legal 

structures and financing methods

Research on different legal and tech related topics

Set up and keep basic legal documents such as the company's privacy 

policy, terms of use, NDAs etc. up-to-date

Support various teams, set up and improve the legal base work for our 

modern financing models, partner collaboration and recruiting processes

Work with and coordinate the work with our lawyers across Europe and 

soon the whole world

Think big and aim to find new ways to solve legal & compliance issues

Inhouse Legal/Syndicus (m/f/d)

We want you to grow with us
We at LivingPackets are here to change the status quo and towards a purpose-driven circular and profit-sharing economy. Since 2016, we are working 

hard behind the scenes on our sustainable, smart and secure packaging solution which is the driver of this mission - THE BOX. And now, four years and 

over 35 patents later, we are ready. Ready to turn the silence around LivingPackets into the next phase. 

We are a great and authentic team of more than 85 pro-active and passionate futurists, working daily from Nantes, Paris, Berlin and remote to turn our 

shared vision into reality. Are you keen to reinvent the e-commerce and packaging industry while making the world a better place in a real, observable 

and meaningful way? !

Join us now

Have we sparked your interest? Then we look forward to getting to know you in a first call, where we would like to learn more about your heart & soul and earliest 

starting date. 

If you have any questions in advance, we will be happy to assist you via email. 

jobs@livingpackets.com

We offer

Location in Berlin, Paris or Nantes, remote as an option

A flexible working culture with focus on growth, passion and a respectful mindset towards your environment

An international team of exceptionally talented, motivated, creative and dedicated people

The unique chance to be directly involved in the growth phase of LivingPackets

Shape a purpose-driven form of capitalism, which we call the profit-sharing economy

A real cause: Help save the world from cutting down millions of trees and eliminate all (packaging) waste created by global e-commerce and

transform it into a circular economy


